
Silence,
Meditation,
Mindfulness and
Happiness
Retreat
3. to 7. January 2022 / Swakopmund / Namibia



Let’s start 2022 with this very unique retreat
and do something nice for yourself. 

The retreat will create a gentle and relaxed
space in which to explore the benefits of
spending time quietly with yourself, to allow
the qualities of calmness and clarity to
develop in a natural way and to enjoy the
nurturing effect of being silent in a beautiful
environment (noble silence). Those days and
the various exercises will bring you back to
your roots. 



This retreat will also provide an opportunity to explore two
aspects of meditation practice - the gradual development of
calmness and peacefulness in our mind; and the practise of
awareness, in order to live with more clarity and more
centredness in the present moment. This foundation of
calmness helps us to meet our confused thoughts and
emotions with more acceptance and kindness and leads to a
deeper understanding of the nature of our minds. 



You will be also able to dedicate
some time to yourself and
experience a getaway from the
tempo and craziness of our daily
life challenges. 

This is a chance to experience a
2.5 days mini Vipassana which is a
unique opportunity as such retreats
are otherwise often only possible
for a longer period of time. In this
way, beginners and busy people
also have the opportunity to get to
know this form of silence.



This retreat is the perfect opportunity to reconnect with your soul & yourself
and experience what our life & our home Namibia is all about. 

 



RETREAT HIGHLIGHTS 
* Unique opportunity to experience the benefits of noble silence and meditation 

* Daily meditation (different types) and yoga sessions 
* Different mindful activities like mindful walking, barefoot walk, mindful meditation, shinrin yoku/ forest bathing etc 

* Guided mindfulness wilderness walk in the khan river 
* Professional guide included for all activities 

* 2 fire ceremonies 
* Energy power circle ceremony

* 4 nights accommodation (glamping) (single tent for each participant/no tent sharing)
* with lots of love prepared vegetarian & healthy meals that incorporate locally grown products

* Smoothies and fresh juices 
* Suitable also for yoga beginners

* No specific meditation practice or experience required



— Eleanor Roosevelt

"The future belongs to
those who believe in the
beauty of their dreams."



Check out the schedule to
see what will happen.
Please understand it as an
invitation to join. 

All activities are optional. 



arrival at the retreat location between 15.00 to 16.30 

17.00 briefing and short introduction 

18.00 start of the noble silence 

dinner & rest 18.00 to 19.30

guided meditation 19.30 to 20.15

rest / read / meditate on your own/ study / sleep 

Day 1



Day 2

morning meditation (guided) 7.00 to 7.45 

breakfast & rest 8.00 to 9.30 

09.30 to 12.00 mindful walk and mindful exercises (guided)

lunch & rest 12.30 to 14.00 

14.00 to 15.00 meditation (semi guided) - mala beads and music

15.00 to 15.30 tea break

15.30 to 16.30 Yin Yoga (guided)

17.00 to 17.30 walking meditation (guided)

17.30 to 18.30 reflect, journaling, read, study, meditate on our own etc

dinner 18.30 to 19.30 

19.30 to 20.20 meditation (guided)

20.30 to 21.00 Yoga Nidra (guided)

rest / read / study / sleep 



Day 3
Yin Yoga 7.00 to 8.00 (guided)

breakfast & rest 8.00 - 9.30 

Shinrin Yoku / Forest Bathing (incl. barefoot walk) 9.30 to 12.30 (guided)

lunch & rest 12.30 to 14.30 

guided meditation 14.30 to 15.00 

15.00 to 15.30 tea break

silent meditation 15.30 to 16.00 (semi guided)

rest / read / study 16.00 to 18.30 

dinner 18.30 to 19.30 

fire ceremony part 1 19.30 to 21.30 (guided)



Day 4
meditation (non guided with music) 7.00 to 8.00

breakfast & rest 8.00 - 9.30 

end of noble silence & noble chat part 1 9.30 to 12.00 

Laughter Yoga 12.00 to 12.30 (guided)

lunch & rest 12.30 to 14.00 

mindful walk & noble chat part 2 14.00 to 17.00 (incl. tea break at 15.30) (guided)

Yin Yoga & Yoda Nidra 17.00 to 18.30 (guided)

dinner 18.30 to 19.30 

fire ceremony part 2 & noble chat part 3 19.30 to 21.30 (guided)



Day 5
circle of energy ceremony 05.30 - 07.30 (guided)

breakfast 8.00 - 9.00 

packing & good bye 

Due to operational, weather or group requirements, the itinerary might still change. 



What we do ...



Silence Meditation Yin Yoga 



Relaxation Laughing & Laughter Yoga Mindfulness

and more .... 



What to bring
We do provide a list with items to bring with 



Mindfulness
The change in our lives begins
with a change in our minds.
Destiny grows where your focus
flows

Adèle Basheer



HEALTH AND HYGIENE:
  
We do use cleaning chemicals that are effective against the
corona virus.
Bedding washed in line with local authority guidelines.
Tents are getting disinfected beforehand.
Our accommodation partner follows the guidelines of local
authorities.
Equipment for activities is disinfected before and/or after
use.



 
 

We will spend our time at Moon Valley River Camp outside of Swakopmund in the Khan River. S 22°42.025', E 14°54.431'
 

There is no 4x4 required to get to the retreat. We will meet at the camp. If necessary we can arrange a shuttle and/or
provide directions. 



MEDICAL CONDITIONS & CONTRA-INDICATORS:

 
PPlease let us know if you have any physical

complications or allergies, if you are taking any anti-
depressants (which kind), if you are on any
medication that advises against the intake of coffee,
tea, nuts, sugar, gluten etc., if you are pregnant or
breastfeeding. 

If there are any other medical conditions, physical
or mental health concerns which you feel we should
know, please email. 



Physical distancing is maintained and
facilitator/instructors/teachers/guides

maintain a distance from the participants
at all times if possible.

 
 

Activities take place outside 
 



 
SAFETY FEATURES: 

 Staff follow all safety protocols as directed by the
Namibian Government
Hand sanitizer available 
First aid kit available
Protective masks are available for all staff
Protective masks available for all participants



Dresscode

 
Please dress for comfort - wear what
makes you feel connected to yourself

and beautiful, or anything that represents
LOVE, JOY & CONNECTION to you.  



no
meditation

or yoga
practice or
experience

required



Info and booking via whats app
+27 72 5322447 

or website: https://mypinkbumper.com/vipassana-namibia-2021/

HOSTS & INSTRUCTORS:
The retreat is hosted by Ellen Horlebein (certified Yin Yoga Teacher, Laughter Yoga Teacher, Mindfulness

Coach &  Shinrin Yoku Coach and Hiking Guide) and supported by Wild Cherry Adventures &
chadmanwalking.

 

https://www.wildcherryadventures.com/
https://chadmanwalking.com/

